Match each clause to a coordinating-conjunction element that correctly completes it.

**Most people have pets,**

but not cats.

**Pets are a great source of**

and hearing.

**Dogs are used for guarding**

for they provide unconditional love.

**Dogs have a sharp sense of**

or a jaguar.

**Alligators, snakes, and jaguars**

yet people have them as pets.

**I cannot pet an alligator**

but not to school.

**I will have a little puppy,**

and pleasure.

**Leo can accompany me to the park**

yet people have them as pets.
Coordinating Conjunctions

**My Pet**

Match each clause to a coordinating-conjunction element that correctly completes it.

- Most people have pets, ___________
- but not cats.

- Pets are a great source of companionship ___________
- and hearing.

- Dogs are used for guarding homes ___________
- or a jaguar.

- Dogs have a sharp sense of smell ___________
- and I'll name it Leo.

- Alligators, snakes, and jaguars ___________
- yet people have them as pets.

- I cannot pet an alligator ___________
- but not to school.

- I will have a little puppy, ___________
- and pleasure.

- Leo can accompany me to the park ___________
- yet people have them as pets.